
Do you have any career aspirations?
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Are you interested in working in one of the following fields?

You are looking for a job?

If you are interested in working with us, please fill in the form: 

 Housekeeping / Room service  
 Kitchen
 Restaurant / Catering Service
 Hospitality management 
 Front Desk /Reception

We offer interesting jobs in the hotel and restaurant business. You can join our family-team in different fields: 

• Housekeeping / Room service 
• Kitchen
• Restaurant / Catering Service
• Hospitality management 
• Front Desk / Reception

PLEASE FILL IN:

First name: 
Last name:  
Phone number: 
E-mail:   



Please give a brief summary of your school and professional career.  

Would you like to let us know anything else?

Further information about working in Germany can be found here: 

If you do have any questions, please contact: 
Anne-Kathrin Morbach, IHK Trier

E-mail: morbach@trier.ihk.de
Phone: (0651) 9777-240

Do you have any language skills?
English

fluent  
 working 
knowledge

 basic
 non

Russian

fluent  
 working 
knowledge

 basic
 non

French

fluent  
 working 
knowledge

 basic
 non

German

fluent  
 working 
knowledge

 basic
 non
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Why are you interested in this field/these fields? 

You are also looking for an accomodation?  Yes  No

https://www.ihk-trier.de/p/Erstinformationen_zur_rechtlichen_Lage_von_Gefluechteten_aus_der_Ukraine_in_Deutschland-7-23069.html


Hotel Specialists 
Hotel specialists are active in all departments of the hotel business. They work at the reception, in 
the reservation, in the sale, in the service, in the economic service (floor) or in the event department 
(banquet). They plan and organize the main work processes at the hotel. They are able to control the 
various commercial processes in the hotel organization.

Restaurant Specialist 
Restaurant specialists serve and assist guests, work in the restaurant, at the buffet and in the bar.  
They welcome and advise guests, serve drinks and food, they will create the bill and cash. 

Chef 
Chefs perform all the activities necessary for the preparation of food. This includes craftsmanship and the 
application of kitchen techniques, as well as the planning and calculation of menu sequences. The work 
area also includes the preparation of menu suggestions and the consultation of guests.

Housekeeping 
Housekeepers are responsible for keeping rooms and public spaces clean and sanitary for guests by 
making beds, replacing used towels with new ones, vacuuming carpets, and cleaning and disinfecting 
bathrooms and ensuring new toiletries provided by the hotel are placed at appropriate places.

Dishwasher 
Dishwashers work in kitchens at restaurants, hotels and cafes to clean and sanitize dishes so that Cooks 
and Servers have the supplies they need to prepare food and serve it to customers. Dishwashers follow 
thorough dishwashing procedures to fully sanitize each dish according to health and safety standards.
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Job Description
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